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[2016-New 100% Valid GreatExam Microsoft 70-498 Practice Test Free Version
(31-40)
2016 May Microsoft Official New Released 70-498 Q&As in GreatExam.com! 100% Free Download! 100% Pass Guaranteed!
Microsoft 70-498 is often called the hardest of all Microsoft exams. GreatExam helps you kill the Microsoft 70-498 exam challenge
and achieve the perfect passing score with its latest practice test, packed into the revolutionary interactive VCE. This is the best way
to prepare and pass the 70-498 exam. Following questions and answers are all new published by Microsoft Official Exam
Center: (The full version is in the end of the article!!!) QUESTION 31You are a project manager responsible for all phases of a
new application development project.Your project is a customer-facing website that is strategic to the rollout of a new product.You
need to ensure that the project is delivered on time and on budget with a minimal number of defects.What should you do first? A.
Create test plans and author test cases.B. Conduct exploratory test sessions.C. Illustrate requirements with Microsoft PowerPoint
storyboarding and link storyboards to work items.D. Engage stakeholders to provide feedback about pre-release software.
Answer: C QUESTION 32You use Microsoft Test Manager (MTM) to manage your test environments. You plan to test an
ASP.NET website on various topologies (such as one-tier, two-tier, three-tier, and n-tier) to ensure that the website supports
scalability. You need to be able to deploy copies of predefined environments based on templates.What should you do? A. Create a
System Center Virtual Machine Manager (SCVMM) environment for each topology and store them in the library. Use the library to
deploy new environments.B. Create new standard environments with physical machines.C. Create new physical environments
using physical machines.D. Create new standard environments with machines that run under System Center Virtual Machine
Manager (SCVMM). Answer: A QUESTION 33You are using Microsoft Test Manager (MTM) to run an automated test suite with
240 long-running tests. In your test environment, you have set up four client machines to run these tests. You have assigned the
Client role to all four machines. You need to make sure that when you run the test suite, the tests are distributed equally over all four
client machines. What should you do? A. Add an even amount of RAM to all four machines.B. In the Test Controller Manager
view, change the distribution property for the test controller to 4.C. In the Content view, configure the test suite to use all four
environments.D. In the Test Controller Manager view, change the Weighting property for all four test agents to 60. Answer: D
QUESTION 34You are developing a new application. The application will require rapid changes after it is in production.You need
to implement practices that promote high quality and ensure the code is maintainable.Which three practices should you implement?
(Each correct answer presents part of the solution. Choose three.) A. Refactor code based on code metrics from the maintainability
index.B. Keep the code tightly coupled.C. Create as few classes as possible.D. Create unit tests and monitor code coverage.E.
Create as few assemblies as possible.F. Refactor code based on code clone analysis. Answer: ADF QUESTION 35You are
developing an application that has several automated builds that build, perform code analysis, and unit test portions of your code.
Your team also performs peer review for code changes in an informal manner.You need to meet the following requirements:Provide documentation on quality checks and reviews for any changes to the code base.- Ensure code quality.- Maintain your team's
efficiency.What should you do? A. Institute gated check-ins to the build process.B. Deny developers check-in permissions.
Allow them to shelve changes and have a senior team member check in the shelve-set after review.C. Utilize the Code Review
work items and workflow before check-ins.D. Perform a weekly code review on subset of recent check-ins. Answer: C
QUESTION 36You design a system architecture that specifies various inter-layer communications.You need to ensure the validity
of developers' code against your architecture.Which two actions should you perform? (Each correct answer presents part of the
solution. Choose two.) A. Create a layer diagram and specify the valid namespaces for each layer.B. Create a gated check-in that
runs a build that validates the rules defined in the layer diagram.C. Use the architecture explorer to create a DGML model of the
architecture.D. Create a gated check-in that uses Code Analysis.E. Create a gated check-in that runs a build that validates the
rules defined in the DGML model. Answer: ABExplanation:You can perform layer validation every time that you run a local build.
If your team uses Team Foundation Build, you can perform layer validation with gated check-ins, which you can specify by creating
a custom MSBuild task, and use build reports to collect validation errors.
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/vstudio/dd409395.aspx QUESTION 37You develop an n-tier application that includes the
following components:- Database- Data access layer- Business logic layer- Presentation layer (website)The database has
approximately 100 tables and stores large amounts of data.You need to select a unit testing strategy to verify the business logic
layer.What should you do? A. Create a mock data access layer.Configure the business logic layer to use the mock data access
layer.Write tests against the business logic layer.B. Create a mock data access layer.Write tests against the mock data access layer.
C. Create a mock business logic layer and a test database. Configure the data access layer to target the test database.Write tests
against the business logic layer.D. Create a test database from a backup of the live database. Configure the data access layer to
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target the test database.Write tests against the data access layer. Answer: A QUESTION 38You manage a project that has three
teams working in parallel on a single codebase using a Scrum process methodology.You need to ensure that each team can manage
work separately while editing a shared code base.What should you do? A. Within a single team project, create separate iteration
paths for each team. Assign each team member to their respective iteration path.B. Create a team project for each team, assigning
different team members to each team project.C. Within a single team project, create three teams. Assign each team member to
their respective teams.D. Create a team project for each team, assigning all team members to each team project. Answer: C
QUESTION 39You create a layered web application. The service layer includes a suite of nUnit tests for the code. The web
application contains JavaScript and has no tests.You configure a build agent running as a service and create an automated build.You
need to include unit testing in the development and automated build of the application. You need to achieve this goal with the least
amount of impact to the development team.Which two actions should you perform? (Each correct answer presents part of the
solution. Choose two.) A. Configure the build to use the existing nUnit tests.B. Create QUnit tests to test the Javascript in the
web application.C. Use Coded UI Tests to test the JavaScript in the web application.D. Convert all the nUnit tests for the
business logic layer into MSTests. Answer: AB QUESTION 40You are planning to develop a new application.You want to be able
to measure the quality of the code you create.You need to ensure that it is easy to test and obtain high code coverage.What should
you do? A. Ensure that each class has only one responsibility.B. Ensure that concrete classes depend only on other concrete
classes.C. Create as few abstract classes and interfaces as possible.D. Create as many static methods as possible. Answer: A
GreatExam VCE dumps only include latest 70-498 exam questions, so you will know exactly what to expect on your real exam.
GreatExam products are industry's most reliable and convenient tool to prepare for the 70-498 exam. 2016 Microsoft 70-498 exam
dumps (All 140Q&As) from GreatExam: http://www.greatexam.com/70-498-exam-questions.html [100% Exam Pass
Guaranteed!!!]
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